Chapter 7
Revelation 7:1 And after THESE THINGS {after the
things concerning the visions and oracles written beneath
six seals} I {Apostle John} saw FOUR ANGELS {four
messages/angels that represent the revived/resurrected
predictions of four riders} standing on the FOUR
CORNERS of the earth {land}, HOLDING the FOUR
WINDS {being the revived/resurrected messages of four
horses} of the earth, that the WIND {white, red, black,
and pale horse beneath six seals} should NOT BLOW
{hence did not happen to end latter day Babylon's first
reigning period} on the EARTH {referring to the USA’s
land/Earth}, nor on the SEA {referring to the
kingdom/figurative sea of combined nations/figurative
rivers of latter day Babylon}, nor on any TREE
{representing leaders/spiritual trees ruling from within
their capitals/spiritual gardens}.
At the end of latter day Babylon's first reigning period, the
vision in Revelation 7:1 was happening. At that time, the
ending of the visions and oracles written beneath the sixth
seal were revealing the beginning visions and oracles of
the first angel with trumpet written beneath the seventh
seal, just as the ending of a day's sunlight reveals at even
(dusk) the beginning of the next day's evening.
After the Apostle John was shown the visions and oracles

from beneath six seals, John saw four angels (that
represent the four horsemen) holding back four winds
(that represent the four horses of the four horsemen). The
white horse, red horse, black horse, and pale horse (being
referred to as four winds) were at the four corners of the
USA's land standing ready to begin being fulfilled to end
latter day Babylon's first reigning period. However, latter
day Babylon's kingdom ends after its third reigning
period. Then at that time the USA's land will be the first
place within the kingdom (spiritual sea/kingdom of
combined spiritual rivers/nations) of latter day Babylon to
experience the four riders on a white, red, black and palecolored horse. Accordingly, after latter day Babylon's first
reigning period, there is a delay concerning the opening of
the bottomless pit in the USA, as shown by the the four
angels holding back the four winds from being fulfilled
initially on the USA's land (Earth/land), or from being
fulfilled on any nation's leader (spiritual tree) ruling from
within their capital (spiritual garden).
The four riders are likened to four kings of Persia,
according to the first witness’/spiritual moon’s
visions/light on the scroll of life’s first side. According to
the last witness’/spiritual sun’s visions/light, the four
riders are likened to kings of Media. In the past type,
kings of Persia and Media united and overthrew and ruled
over the kingdom of old Babylon.
It seemed the time of tribulation mentioned in the opening

of six seals should have begun at the ending of the sixth
seal. At that time, the latter day living messenger (Moses
type) and his initial church members (spiritual Israelites)
were in spiritual Goshen (see Isaiah 27:8). Instead of the
two witnesses' visions and oracles reviving to life had the
bottomless pit exploded and erupted smoke and ash
continually for five months, they instead revived to life to
continue being revealed and proclaimed by the latter day
messenger (Moses type), as shown by four angels holding
back the time of trouble. This parallels a past type when
after old Jerusalem rebelled the first time against serving
King Nebuchadnezzar of old Babylon and was recaptured,
King Nebuchadnezzar did not destroy the rebellious city
old Jerusalem. The vision of four angels holding back the
four winds shows that a delay was in effect, since the
opening of the super volcano in the USA's land did not
happen at that time. Accordingly, the four winds (four
horses) of torment and tribulation are delayed from
blowing on spiritual trees (representing nations' leaders in
their capitals) and the grass (representing people, as stated
in Isaiah 40:6.) around the trees (see Micah 7:11; Isaiah
10:33).
Isaiah 27:8 In measure, when IT {budding rod of the
latter day messenger's/Moses’ progressively brighter
message} shooteth forth, THOU {believers} wilt debate
with it: he stayeth his ROUGH WIND {referring to the
time of trouble that begins in the USA} in the day of the

EAST WIND {representing the first witness'/spiritual
moon's light/vision and oracle rising as moonlight from
the eastern horizon at the ending of the scroll of life's sixth
seal while the beginning of the seventh seal/spiritual
Sabbath is beginning}.
Micah 7:11 In the DAY {when latter day Babylon’s first
reigning period ended} That THY {referring to new
Jerusalem which represents the first group and second
group of redeemed} WALLS {the walls represent the
second group of redeemed} are to be BUILT {being
finished at the super volcano's explosion}, in that day
shall the decree be far removed {to the end of the
remaining 70 weeks of the third reigning period of latter
day Babylon}.
Isaiah 10:33 Behold, the LORD {risen seventh plagued
angel, who represents the visions and oracles written by
the first witness on the first small part and last small part
of the scroll of life's first side}, the LORD {risen seventh
plagued angel, who also represents the visions and oracles
written by the last witness on the scroll of life's other
side} of HOSTS {being the armies of coals of fire and
great hailstones from heaven}, shall LOP {by the great
earthquake when the lifted-up to heaven super volcano,
full of a lake of fire, explodes coals of fire into the sky}
the BOUGH {tree/leadership of latter day Babylon} with
terror: and the HIGH ONES {great leaders of great
nations} of stature shall be hewn down, and the

HAUGHTY shall be humbled.
Isaiah 40:6 The VOICE {voice of the first
witness/Michael} said, Cry. And HE {voice of the last
witness/Gabriel} said, What shall I cry? ALL FLESH is
GRASS {equating people with grass}, and all the
goodliness thereof is as the flower of the field:
*******
Revelation 7:2 And I saw another ANGEL {representing
the message it is revealing} ascending from the EAST
{as moonlight rising from the easterly horizon of the
spiritual seventh evening that is equated with the scroll of
life's seventh part/seventh seal}, having the SEAL
{seventh seal} of the LIVING GOD {being the seventh
plagued angel that lives forever}: and he cried with a
LOUD VOICE {representing the dawning voice/thunder
of the first angel with trumpet written on the scroll of life's
seventh part/seventh seal} to the FOUR ANGELS {being
the four riders on white, red, black, and pale-colored
horse}, to whom it was given to hurt the EARTH
{pertaining to the USA's land} and the SEA {being the
figurative sea of rivers/nations of latter day Babylon’s
kingdom/sea}.
At the end of latter day Babylon's first reigning period, the
ending of the sixth seal revealed the angel (vision and
oracle) in Revelation 7:2 ascending from the east as the

dawning vision and oracle of the first angel with trumpet,
that is written beneath the seventh seal of the scroll of
life's first side. As the scroll of life's figurative seventh
evening begins with a rising moon's light from the eastern
horizon, so the angel (representing a vision and oracle) is
rising as moonlight from the figurative eastern horizon,
which is equated with the beginning of the scroll of life's
seventh part at the time of dusk.
In Revelation 7:2, the ending of the sixth seal is showing
the beginning of the first angel with trumpet. The
beginning of the first angel with trumpet is the beginning
of the seventh part (equated with the seventh evening) of
the scroll of life's first side. The first angel with trumpet is
shown holding the seventh seal of the living God (seventh
plagued angel) that lives forever. This angel cries with a
loud voice (oracle) saying to the resurrected four riders,
(four angels) holding the four winds (four horses), to not
hurt the Earth (land of the USA) or the figurative sea
(kingdom of latter day Babylon). The loud voice of this
angel could have been of the exploding bottomless pit, but
instead the loud voice was speaking of a delay of that
event.
The rolled-up scroll of life was shown having seven seals
(bands) around its outside. The angel of the east has the
seventh seal that belongs to the living God. Accordingly,
the living God (seventh plagued angel) is revealing the
scroll of life from the visions and oracles that are written

on the first small part and last small part of the scroll of
life's two sides. The first (beginning) small part and last
(ending) small part of the scroll of life's two sides are
equated with the seventh plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 7:3 Saying, HURT NOT the EARTH {USA's
land/Earth}, neither the SEA {combined nations/spiritual
rivers of latter day Babylon’s kingdom}, nor the TREES
{leaders in their capitals}, till WE {the message of the
angel from the east and the resurrected messages of the
four riders and four horses/spiritual winds} have
SEALED {sealed/marked at the end of the sign of Jonah}
the SERVANTS {people who are of the 144,000} of OUR
{messages beneath the scroll of life's six seals and
messages beneath the seventh seal} God {seventh plagued
angel} in their FOREHEADS {front of their
minds/foreheads}.
During the remaining 1260 days of the 2300-day period
(which end three and a half days before latter day
Babylon's third reigning period ends), the two witnesses
will be revealing to the latter day messenger things they
have already witnessed happen during these 1260 days. In
that time, the latter day messenger and his apostles will be
prophesying of what the two witnesses have revealed to
the latter day messenger to gather people living in the last
generation. These people will be disciples who are of the

second group of redeemed. After 1260 days of
prophesying, the super volcano temporarily ejects smoke
and ash and quickly returns to its previous dormant state.
This causes the two witnesses' influence in the USA to be
lying totally dead, having no more influence because of
the failure of the super volcano to continually erupt smoke
and ash. The people that became disciples by believing
what the two witnesses were revealing for 1260 days
through the latter day messenger and his apostles will
recognize the temporary ejection of smoke and ash as the
beginning of the sign of Jonah, which lasts for three and a
half days. At the end of these three and a half days is the
time for sealing the latter day people (apostles and
disciples) and all the resurrected apostles and disciples of
all generations. Accordingly, all apostles and disciples will
them place the two witnesses written visions and oracles
of the white, red, black, and pale horse rider on the front
of their mind. Thereby being sealed (spiritually marked)
with what is written beneath the seventh seal of the living
God (seventh plagued angel).
*******
Revelation 7:4 And I HEARD {an oracle} the NUMBER
of THEM {second group of overcomers of every
generation} which were SEALED {with the visions and
oracles written beneath the scroll of life’s seventh seal}:
and there were sealed an HUNDRED and FORTY and
FOUR THOUSAND {144,000} of all the {spiritual}

TRIBES of the CHILDREN {these spiritual children
represent the 144,000 people of all generations that
overcame their old beliefs} of ISRAEL {Israel here
represents the first group of redeemed gathered in every
generation by a living messenger's message}.
The vision in Revelation 7:4 is showing what happens at
the ending of the sixth light of the seventh angel with
trumpet, that is written on the last side of the scroll of life.
The beginning (at even/dusk) of the first angel with
trumpet (written beneath the seventh seal on the scroll of
life's first side) is equated with the beginning of the
seventh day's evening that mixes with the ending (at
even/dusk) of the seventh day's daylight (written on the
scroll of life's last side). Accordingly, Revelation 7:4 is
showing what happens at the end of the sixth light/vision
of the seventh angel with trumpet. The seventh part of the
scroll of life's first side is equated with the seventh
evening, while the seventh part of the scroll of life's last
side is equated with the seventh day's daylight. The
seventh part on the scroll of life's first side is divided into
seven parts (represented by seven angels with trumpets),
just as the seventh part on the scroll of life's last side is
divided into seven parts (represented by seven angels with
trumpets).
The beginning (at even) of the seventh part (equated with
the seventh evening) on the scroll of life's first side is
mixing with the ending (at dusk) of the seventh part

(equated with the seventh day's daylight) of the scroll of
life's last side. Accordingly, during the judgment, the
seventh plagued angel reveals the vision in Revelation 7:4
of what is written at the beginning of the first angel with
trumpet (of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side)
mixed with what is written on the ending of the seventh
angel with trumpet written on the seventh part of the scroll
of life's last side.
As the children of Israel (Israel is here equated with the
first group of redeemed) became adults and were sealed
(numbered) at the end of Israel's second wilderness
journey to Canaan, so the 144,000 will have been sealed
with the seventh seal when the seventh light of the seventh
angel with trumpet begins being revealed at the end of
latter day Babylon's third reigning period. At the end of
the three and a half (3½) days when the super volcano's
explosion opens the bottomless pit in the USA, the
144,000 (representing the second group of redeemed)
disciples of all generations will have been sealed at the
latter day resurrection when all the dead apostles and
disciples of every generation rise to life and health to join
the living apostles and disciples of the last generation.
*******
Revelation 7:5 Of the tribe of {spiritual} JUDA were
sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the tribe of {spiritual}
REUBEN were sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the

tribe of {spiritual}GAD were sealed TWELVE
THOUSAND.
*******
Revelation 7:6 Of the tribe of {spiritual} ASER were
sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the tribe of {spiritual}
NEPHTHALIM were sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of
the tribe of {spiritual} MANASSES were sealed
TWELVE THOUSAND.
*******
Revelation 7:7 Of the tribe of {spiritual} SIMEON were
sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the tribe of {spiritual}
LEVI were sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the tribe
of {spiritual} ISSACHAR were sealed TWELVE
THOUSAND.
*******
Revelation 7:8 Of the tribe of {spiritual} ZABULON
were sealed TWELVE THOUSAND. Of the tribe of
{spiritual} JOSEPH were sealed TWELVE
THOUSAND. Of the tribe of {spiritual} BENJAMIN
were sealed TWELVE THOUSAND.
In the past type, there were people who remained faithful
to Jeremiah’s message (that was prophesied to the people
in Jerusalem and Judah concerning King Nebuchadnezzar

of Babylon destroying old Jerusalem and deporting the
people of Judah to foreign lands) and were marked
(sealed) with his message during three separate times that
Babylon retook control of rebellious Jerusalem's
autonomous rule. When old Jerusalem rebelled a third
time from serving King Nebuchadnezzar, Jeremiah
prophesied again of King Nebuchadnezzar retaking
Jerusalem and destroying it and deporting the people of
Judah to foreign lands. During the third rebellion of old
Jerusalem, Jeremiah's message gathered new converts,
that were his disciples among his faithful apostles. When
the third rebellion of Jerusalem ended as king
Nebuchadnezzar's Babylonian army entered and retook
old Jerusalem, the apostles and disciples of Jeremiah were
marked (sealed) with the message of Jeremiah.
Accordingly Jeremiah with his apostles and disciples were
freed by the Babylonians from the persecution they
received from the people of Jerusalem and Judah because
of the message they were proclaiming (see Jeremiah
15:11; Ezekiel 9:6). A similar sealing (marking) takes
place in our day at the end of the 3½ days of the sign of
Jonah. At that time, the super volcano explodes and
continually erupts smoke and ash for five months, which
happens as prophesied during the 1260 days (1260 days
before the sign of Jonah) by the latter day messenger, his
apostles, and disciples.
Jeremiah 15:12 The LORD said, Verily it shall be well

with THY {the messenger's} REMNANT {of
believers/apostles and disciples}; verily I will cause the
ENEMY {referring to old Babylon that was the enemy of
old Jerusalem and Judah} to entreat THEE {Jeremiah}
well in the time of evil and in the time of affliction.
Ezekiel 9:6 SLAY {with plagues of darkness, anarchy, and
famine, as the lake of lava overflows and spreads from the
swelled to heaven super volcano} utterly old and young,
both maids, and little children, and women: but come
NOT NEAR any man UPON {on their foreheads/frontlets
of their minds} WHOM {the overcomers} IS THE MARK
{of the seventh plagued angel's written visions and
oracles}; and BEGIN {slaying} at MY {seventh plagued
angel's} SANCTUARY {being the immense mouth of the
swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire}.
Then THEY {old Babylon’s armies in the past, but
referring to the plagues caused by the overflowing and
spreading lake of fire} began at the ANCIENT MEN {the
old sanctuary’s elders/ancients were first to be slain by the
armies of old Babylon} which were BEFORE {in front,
hence the ancients/elders officiated in the inner court only,
not permitted to enter the house/temple} the HOUSE
{within the old house/temple within old Jerusalem were
the rebellious priests and high priest that were slain after
the ancients were slain by old Babylon's army}.
The tribes of Dan and Ephraim are not listed among the
twelve spiritual tribes of the 144,000. According to a past

type, the spiritual tribe of Dan represents the first group
of 12,000 redeemed, while the spiritual tribe of Ephraim
represents the third group of a great multitude of
redeemed.
One hundred and forty four thousand (144,000, being a
number rounded to the nearest thousand) overcomers of
all generations represent the second group of redeemed.
Hence, there are 12,000 in each of the twelve spiritual
tribes listed in Revelation 7:5-8. This reveals that from all
generations there will also be 12,000 in the tribe of
spiritual Dan, which represents the first group of
redeemed. The 144,000 are the second group of redeemed
gathered from every generation. The latter day people who
are of the 144,000 will all be ripened with the messages
written on six lights (visions) and six thunders (oracles) of
the seventh angel with trumpet proclaimed for 1260 days
before the sign of Jonah. The messages of six lights and
six thunders of the seventh angel with trumpet repeat the
visions and oracles of the six angels with trumpets. The
six angels with trumpets repeat the messages of the white,
red, black, and pale horses and riders written beneath six
seals.
*******
Revelation 7:9 After this I beheld, and, lo, a GREAT
MULTITUDE {being the third/final latter day group of
redeemed}, which no man {except the latter day

messenger's message/Lamb} could number, of ALL
NATIONS, and KINDREDS, and PEOPLE, and
TONGUES, STOOD {a great multitude who are shown
when they had just entered the intense light of the ensign
emanating from new Jerusalem, in which is the swelled to
heaven super volcano's mountain full of a lake of fire}
before the THRONE {this throne is showing the time
when the seventh plagued angel had risen as a lake of fire
to sit on his throne of intense light radiating from the
immense 40-mile wide mouth of the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit. At that time, the seventh plagued angel is
reigning over the kingdom of latter day Babylon}, and
before the LAMB {representing the message that is
revealing the visions and oracles written on the scroll of
life}, CLOTHED with WHITE ROBES {the white robes
represent the intense light, equated with visions, of the
risen seventh plagued angel}, and PALMS {these palm
leaves represent the harvest of the great multitude, being
the harvest of spiritual fruits of the spiritual Feast of
Tabernacles} in their HANDS {according to one past
type, the third latter day group of redeemed is referred to
as the great multitude of latter day spiritual Ephraim,
which is a multitude made-up of all nations, kindreds,
people, and tongues. This great multitude of overcomers
equals 10,000 times 10,000 plus thousands of thousands,
as stated in Revelation 5:11; Daniel 7:10};
Daniel 7:10 A FIERY STREAM {of lava} issued and

CAME FORTH {from the swelled to heaven super
volcano's immense mouth full of a lake of fire, that
overflows and spreads throughout the USA and world}
from before HIM {risen seventh plagued angel}:
THOUSAND THOUSANDS {of the great multitude}
MINISTERED {after having entered the intense light of
the ensign to stand in the spiritual outer court of the fiery
temple within new Jerusalem, that will be then sitting over
the lava covered dissolved USA} unto HIM {seventh
plagued angel}, and TEN THOUSAND TIMES TEN
THOUSAND {of the great multitude} STOOD {stood in
the outer court within new Jerusalem having just entered
the intense bright white light of the ensign. The great
multitude has accepted the everlasting gospel and fled
from all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people while the
seventh plagued angel was rising during the time each of
the six plagued angels were being fulfilled} before HIM
{the seventh plagued angel that had risen, overflowed, and
spread from the swelled to heaven bottomless pit and
covered the world}: the JUDGMENT WAS SET {after the
world ended in a lake of fire}, and the BOOKS {each of
these figurative books/scrolls will have recorded all events
that happened in each generation; hence the first scroll
will have recorded the things that existed and happened in
the first generation} were OPENED {during the initial
1,000 years of the judgment each of the scrolls have been
opened consecutively to replay each generation. At the
end of the 1,000 years, the last scroll/scroll of life began

to be revealed to replay the last generation. The opening
each scroll consecutively replayed what happened from
the first generation of Genesis through the last generation,
new Earth, and time of the judgment}.
A number (rounded to the nearest ten thousand) of two
hundred million (200,000,000) horses is equated with all
righteous spirits pertaining to the three groups of
redeemed, that are of all generations, nations, kindreds,
tongues, and people that enters the ensign of new
Jerusalem (see Revelation 9:16). Since the first group of
spiritual Dan equals 12,000 (rounded to the nearest
thousand), and the second group of twelve spiritual tribes
equals 144,000 (rounded to the nearest thousand), then the
third group of spiritual Ephraim equals 199,844,000
(rounded to the nearest ten thousand). All the people of
the three groups of redeemed (many of whom resurrected
to be living in the last generation and overcame their old
beliefs and became written on the last scroll/scroll of life
as having entered the ensign of new Jerusalem) are
equated with the number of 200,000,000 horses (righteous
spirits). The number of 200,000,000 (equated to the three
groups of redeemed) is equated with the faithful angels
(perfect humans) in the garden of paradise of the real
world that are of Michael's and Gabriel's lineage. There
are no other righteous spirits (redeemed) outside this
rounded number of 200,000,000.
The third latter day group of redeemed is referred to as the

great multitude of latter day spiritual Ephraim, which is a
multitude of people of all generations, nations, kindreds,
tongues, and people. When the latter day resurrection
happens at the time the bottomless pit explodes and erupts
smoke and ash, the overcomers of all generations resurrect
to life and health to learn and proclaim a new message
(everlasting gospel) to all nations, kindreds, tongues, and
people. At the latter day resurrection, the people that died
in every generation also resurrect to life and health. Many
of these resurrected people will accept the everlasting
gospel, which is proclaimed by the overcomers of all
generations. These overcomers that proclaim the
everlasting gospel are of the first group and second group
of redeemed. Every person that accepts the everlasting
gospel, proclaimed while the super volcano is erupting
smoke and ash for five months from within the USA, will
be of the great multitude (third group of redeemed). At the
end of these five months of erupting smoke and ash, the
super volcano expands and explodes with a massive
eruption. The deafening sound of the massive explosion
refers to the trumpet being blown for the three groups of
redeemed to begin traveling from all parts of the world to
the rising ensign. At that time, the lake of fire begins
filling the swelling to heaven super volcano, while each of
the six plagued angels are being fulfilled.
When the risen seventh plagued angel is sitting on his
throne of intense light above the swelled to heaven super

volcano (full of a lake of fire) and new Jerusalem has
manifested around the swelled to heaven super volcano,
then the three groups of redeemed will begin entering new
Jerusalem's ensign of intense light. Shortly after all the
redeemed have entered the ensign of new Jerusalem, the
swelled to heaven super volcano (full of a lake of fire)
explodes with a massive eruption. This eruption is so
immense that it causes a deafening sound of thunder and a
great earthquake such as never happened. On that great
(huge) and dreadful day, the risen seventh plagued angel
sitting on his throne over the swelled to heaven super
volcano will descend as a lake of fire throughout the
USA's land and all the world, After all the world is
covered by a lake of fire, then a new heaven and new
Earth replaces the old heaven and old Earth, while at the
same time the judgment begins.
*******
Revelation 7:10 And {the great multitude that entered
new Jerusalem/s ensign} cried with a loud voice,
SAYING {at the time the judgment began}, Salvation to
our GOD {God/risen seventh plagued angel} which
sitteth upon the THRONE {the throne of intense light
reigning over the destroyed lava-covered kingdom of
latter day Babylon and the world}, and unto the LAMB
{the Lamb represents the revealed visions and oracles
written on the scroll of life}.

Prior to when the super volcano opens after the sign of
Jonah, during the second spiritual wilderness journey
(when the two witnesses are prophesying for 1260 days
before the sign of Jonah begins), the latter day overcomers
that are of the 144,000 will have been ripened with the
saving messages of six of seven lights (visions) and six of
seven thunders (oracles) of the seventh angel with
trumpet, as proclaimed by the latter day messenger and his
apostles. At the end of these 1260 days, the super volcano
temporary erupts smoke and ash and then returns to its
former dormant state. From the day of the failure of the
super volcano to continually erupt smoke and ash begins
the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah. At the same time, the
prophesying of the two witnesses' written visions and
oracles for 1260 days will be lying dead in the streets of
the USA's ruling capital and nation. Hence, their
prophecies are totally rejected by the USA's leadership
and nation as not being worthy of any more respect, as the
leadership and nation continue their daily routines as
usual. However, during these 3½ days, the latter day
living people of the 144,000 will recognize the failure as
being the sign of Jonah. Thereby having placed the
knowledge written beneath the seventh seal of God
(seventh plagued angel) on the front of their mind. After
these three and a half (3½) days, the two witnesses'
written visions and oracles revive to life when the top of
the super volcano explodes and creates a great earthquake,
which descends through the super volcano. This great

earthquake is the key that causes the super volcano to
open and erupt smoke and ash continually for the next five
months. At the opening of the super volcano, the two
witnesses' written vision and oracle concerning the latter
day resurrection happens as prophesied.
From the first day of the sign of Jonah, begins the fifty
days of the latter day new Pentecost. During these fifty
days, the first group (12,000 apostles and all patriarchs,
prophets, and messiahs of all past generations) of
redeemed and second group (144,000 disciples) of
redeemed will learn a new song (everlasting gospel). At
the beginning of the fiftieth evening, these apostles and
disciples receive the Holy Spirit’s new latter day
Pentecostal power, so they can proclaim in all languages
the everlasting gospel and ripen a great multitude before
the five months of smoke and ash end.
The people that become the great multitude of 10,000
times 10,000 and thousands of thousands of overcomers
will have been saved by the last message (everlasting
gospel), which the 12,000 apostles and 144,000 disciples
of the latter day living messenger proclaim in all
languages throughout the world.
According to one past type, the great multitude is as the
return of the lost spiritual tribe of Ephraim. The people of
the great multitude have figurative palms in their hands.
These palm leaves reveal that they are the final harvest of

spiritual fruits that are the third group of redeemed, that
follow the first group (barley) and second group (wheat)
of redeemed. The great multitude will be ripened by the
everlasting gospel during the time when smoke and ash
are issuing from the super volcano's mouth in the USA.
When the mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano is
full of an overflowing lake of fire emanating an intense
white light, the great multitude will then be harvested into
the light of the ensign, as they follow the first group and
second group of redeemed into the ensign. From that time,
the restoration of the kingdom of God (risen seventh
plagued angel) will have been fulfilled (see Ezekiel 37:16,
17).
Ezekiel 37:16 Moreover, thou son of man, take thee ONE
STICK {a kingdom/one stick}, and write upon it, For
JUDAH {being the kingdom of spiritual Judah, which
represents the first group and second group of redeemed},
and for the CHILDREN {being the spiritual tribes of the
first group and second group of redeemed} of Israel HIS
COMPANIONS {referring to the old tribes situated in
Judah/southern kingdom of Israel before the Assyrian and
then the Babylonian took them into captivity}: then take
ANOTHER STICK {a kingdom/one stick}, and write upon
it, For JOSEPH {being the northern kingdom of Israel},
the stick of EPHRAIM {representing the third group of
redeemed/great multitude} and for all the house of Israel
his COMPANIONS {referring to the old tribes situated in

Joseph/northern kingdom of Israel, that separated from the
kingdom of Judah and, sometime thereafter, were taken
into captivity by the Assyrian and lost their identity as
Israelites when their descendants were born in foreign
lands}:
Ezekiel 37:17 And join THEM {the two separate
kingdoms} one to another into ONE STICK {to again
become one kingdom}; and they shall become one in
THINE HAND {representing the latter day messenger's
hand that opens and reveals the scroll of life}.
In the past type, before the old day of atonement {equated
with the day the sign of Jonah begins}, the harvest of
barley (equated with the first group of redeemed) was
already commemorated, as was the following
commemoration of the wheat harvest (equated with the
second group of redeemed/144,000). Four days after the
old day of Atonement, on the following day began the
observance of the Feast of Tabernacles {equated with the
time from the day the swelled to heaven super volcano full
of a lake of fire erupts coals of fire into the sky and begins
to overflow and spread throughout the land} to
commemorate the ripened fruit harvest (equated with the
gathered third group of redeemed/great multitude) with a
waving of palm leaves (see Leviticus 23:40).
Leviticus 23:40 And ye shall take you on the FIRST DAY
{of the Feast of Tabernacles' seven days, which are

equated with the seven parts of the risen seventh plagued
angel} the boughs of goodly trees, BRANCHES OF PALM
TREES {just as the people of the great multitude are
holding palm leaves in their hands while standing within
new Jerusalem}, and the boughs of thick trees, and
willows of the brook; and ye shall REJOICE {having
entered new Jerusalem's ensign of intense light} BEFORE
the Lord your God {risen seventh plagued angel reigning
from the swelled to heaven super volcano's immense
mouth full of an overflowing lake of fire} SEVEN DAYS
{representing seven parts of the risen seventh plagued
angel}.
In our day, the new Day of Atonement begins at the end of
1260 days when the super volcano momentarily erupts
smoke and ash. On that day, the two witnesses (equated
with the two sides of the scroll of life) will have finished
prophesying for 1260 days to the USA and a few other
nations while they are lying dead, being totally rejected.
These 1260 days end on the same day the 2300-day period
ends, that is mentioned in Daniel 8:14. At the end of the
1260 days, the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah begins,
During these 3½ days, the latter day apostles and disciples
(who are of the first group and second group of redeemed)
are afflicting their souls before the super volcano begins to
erupt with smoke and ash continually. At the end of these
3½ days, the super volcano erupts continually with smoke
and ash for five months, as the latter day resurrection

happens. During the next five months of smoke and ash
erupting from the opened mouth of the super volcano, a
great multitude of people will accept the everlasting
gospel proclaimed by the first group and second group of
redeemed.
At the end of five months of erupting smoke and ash, the
super volcano explodes with a massive earthquake, as its
immense 40-mile wide mouth begins swelling to heaven,
as a rising lake of fire is filling the immense mouth of the
swelling to heaven super volcano. An overflowing lake of
lava will fill the immense mouth of the super volcano as it
radiates an intense white light high into the atmosphere
from within the destroyed USA. During the time when the
swelling to heaven super volcano is filling with a lake of
fire, the great multitude (equated with the fruit harvest)
will begin traveling to the rising light of the ensign. When
the super volcano has swelled to heaven and is full of a
lake of fire and new Jerusalem (representing an immense
whirlwind of fire) has manifested around the swelled to
heaven super volcano, then the great multitude will enter
into new Jerusalem's ensign as they follow the first group
of redeemed (equated with the barley harvest) and the
144,000 (second group of redeemed equated with the
wheat harvest) into the ensign. All nations that refuse to
join the great multitude and enter the fiery ensign – to
keep the new time of the figurative Feast of Tabernacles –
will begin dying by great hailstones, anarchy, famine, and

death by whirlwinds of fire, which are created by the
spreading lake of fire that erupts from the swelled to
heaven super volcano and travels throughout the USA and
the world (see Zechariah 14:16-19).
Zechariah 14:16 And it shall come to pass, that EVERY
ONE {of the great multitude} that is left of all the nations
which came against {new} Jerusalem {representing the
first group and second group of redeemed when they
proclaimed the everlasting gospel} shall even go UP {to
enter the ensign of new Jerusalem} FROM YEAR {during
a replay} TO YEAR {and the next replay} to worship the
King {risen seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles of
what the first witness saw and heard happen}, the Lord
{seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles of what the
last witness saw and heard happen} of HOSTS {great
hailstones and coals of fire}, and to keep the FEAST OF
TABERNACLES {representing the spiritual feast of the
spiritual eagles/great hailstones on the USA's destroyed
cities and states}.
Zechariah 14:17 And it shall be, that whoso will not come
up of all the families of the earth unto {new} Jerusalem
{representing a huge whirlwind/tornado of fire that
encompasses the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a
lake of fire but not yet overflowing from within the USA}
to worship the King {risen seventh plagued angel
according to the written visions and oracles of what the
first witness saw and heard happen}, the Lord {risen

seventh plagued angel according to the visions and oracles
of what the last witness saw and heard happen} of HOSTS
{great hailstones and coals of fire}, even upon THEM
{that rejected the everlasting gospel} shall be NO RAIN
{when the immense lake of fire overflows and spreads to
all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people}.
Zechariah 14:18 And if the family of Egypt go not up, and
come not, that have no rain; there shall be the plague,
wherewith the Lord {risen seventh plagued angel
descending as a spreading lake of fire} will smite the
heathen that come NOT UP {to the ensign of new
Jerusalem/huge fiery whirlwind encompassing the swelled
to heaven super volcano's mountain when it is full of a
lake of fire but not yet overflowing} to keep the FEAST
OF TABERNACLES {when coals of fire and great
hailstones feast on the nations. Coals of fire, great
hailstones, terrible anarchy, terrible famine, and fiery
whirlwinds accompany the lake of fire where ever it
spreads throughout the world}.
Zechariah 14:19 This shall be the punishment of Egypt,
and the PUNISHMENT OF ALL NATIONS that come
NOT UP {that come not up to the intense light of the
ensign emanating above and around new Jerusalem/huge
fiery whirlwind before the lake of fire in the immense
mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano begins
overflowing} to keep the feast of tabernacles.

When a great multitude enters into the fiery light of new
Jerusalem’s ensign of intense light emanating from within
the USA, they will then be the many angels (messengers)
before the reigning throne ready for the Feast of
Tabernacles to happen. When the lake of fire has covered
the world, then new heaven and new Earth and the
judgment begins. During that time, these righteous angels
(third group of redeemed) will have been standing within
new Jerusalem around the twenty-four elders (second
group of redeemed), the four beasts (priests), and the
reigning throne of the risen seventh plagued angel, whose
great white throne of intense light sits reigning upon
sheets of great hailstones (sea of glass) that form in
heaven (sky) above the swelled to heaven super volcano
(full of a lake of fire) and rain upon the land.
Isaiah 31:9 And he shall pass over to his strong hold for
fear, and his princes shall be afraid of the ENSIGN
{intense white light emanating from new Jerusalem/great
whirlwind of fire}, saith the Lord {risen seventh plagued
angel}, whose FIRE {lake of fire} is in {new} Zion
{swelled to heaven mountain of the super volcano}, and
his FURNACE {40-mile wide immense mouth filled with
a lake of fire} in JERUSALEM {new Jerusalem represents
the immense whirlwind/tornado of fire surrounding the
swelled to heaven super volcano in the USA}.
Isaiah 5:26 And HE {risen seventh plagued angel that
begins being fulfilled after the sixth plagued angel has

happened} will LIFT UP {an intense light from the
swelled to heaven super volcano's immense mouth when it
is full of a lake of fire} an ENSIGN {of an intensely bright
light emanating from the 40 mile-wide immense mouth
full of a lake of fire} to the nations from far, and will
HISS {hissing sound of raining great hailstones} unto
them from the end of the earth: and, behold, THEY {first
group, second group, and third group/great multitude of
redeemed} shall come with SPEED SWIFTLY {to quickly
enter the ensign before the swelled to heaven super
volcano explodes with a massive eruption, that causes the
lake of fire to overflow and spread throughout the USA
and world}:
*******
Revelation 7:11 And all the ANGELS
{angels/messengers/great multitude have been standing
around the throne from the time they entered the ensign to
then view the initial 1000 years of the judgment when all
the scrolls were opened, and thereafter have been viewing
the seventh plagued angel replaying all generations over
and over} stood round about the THRONE {on this
reigning throne of intense light sits the risen seventh
plagued angel over the disolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon}, and about the ELDERS {second group of
redeemed that entered the ensign to be standing around
the throne during the judgment} and the FOUR BEASTS
{representing the first group of redeemed that entered the

ensign to be standing around the throne during the
judgment}, and {all the angels/great multitude} FELL
BEFORE THE THRONE on THEIR FACES {fell on
their faces after the scroll of life's visions and oracles
revealed to the angels/great multitude from the scroll of
life the time when the they entered to stand within new
Jerusalem just before the lake of fire began to overflow
and cover the world}, and worshipped God {risen seventh
plagued angel},
In Revelation 7:11, the Lamb (message) is revealing
(sometime after more than 1,000 years of the judgment
had passed) certain visions and oracles written on the
scroll of life's first small part and last small part (equated
with the seventh plagued angel) that show the time when
the great multitude had entered new Jerusalem's ensign to
be standing within new Jerusalem's outer court in front of
the risen seventh plagued angel just before the judgment
had begun.
The angels (messengers) mentioned in Revelation 7:11 are
the great multitude, who are the third group of redeemed.
These angels are viewing during the judgment the Lamb
reveal from the scroll of life's first small part and last
small part the time earlier in the judgment when the scroll
of life's written visions and oracles were revealing the
great multitude having just entered new Jerusalem's
ensign and holding palm leaves. Accordingly, when the
angels (that have been standing as spirits/ghosts within

new Jerusalem for more than 1,000 years) see themselves
when they entered the ensign to stand within new
Jerusalem holding palms, the angels fall on their faces and
worship the risen seventh plagued angel {God} that sat
and ruled over latter day Babylon's lava covered dissolved
kingdom.
*******
Revelation 7:12 Saying, Amen: BLESSING, and
GLORY, and WISDOM and THANKSGIVING, and
HONOUR, and POWER, and MIGHT, be unto our God
{risen seventh plagued angel} for ever and ever. Amen.
When the angels (great multitude) hear from the scroll of
life's oracles the worshiping praises that the great
multitude gave to God (risen seventh plagued angel) when
the great multitude had just entered the ensign of new
Jerusalem, the angels (great multitude) that have been
viewing the judgment for over 1000 years say amen, as
they worship God (risen seventh plagued angel) with
seven praises of worship: (1) blessing, (2) glory, (3)
wisdom, (4) thanksgiving, (5) honor, (6) power, and (7)
might. These seven praises are equated with the seven
parts of the seventh plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 7:13 And one of the {twenty four} ELDERS
{representing the second group/144,000 of redeemed that

proclaimed the everlasting gospel to all nations}
answered, saying unto ME {apostle John}, WHAT ARE
THESE {vision being revealed from the scroll of life by
the Lamb showing a great multitude when they had
entered new Jerusalem's ensign} which are ARRAYED in
WHITE ROBES {white robes are equated with the risen
seventh plagued angel's intense light, emanating from
huge lake of fire in the swelled to heaven super volcano's
immense mouth}? And WHENCE CAME THEY?
*******
Revelation 7:14 And I {Apostle John} said unto him, Sir,
thou knowest. And he said to me, THESE {great
multitude/third group of redeemed} are they which
CAME OUT {were saved} of GREAT TRIBULATION
{referring to the time when each of six plagued angels
were being fulfilled from the swelling to heaven super
volcano, as it filled with a lake of fire}, and have
WASHED {with the spiritual rain/everlasting gospel}
their robes, and made them WHITE {by believing the
seventh plagued angel's written visions and oracles and
entering into the risen seventh plagued angel's intense
light of the ensign emanating from new Jerusalem} in the
BLOOD {being the death of the message/everlasting
gospel when most of the first group and second group of
redeemed were being martyred for proclaiming the
everlasting gospel} of the LAMB {representing the
message that revealed the written visions and oracles of

the scroll of life}.
The blood (death) of the message (Lamb) of the
everlasting gospel was shed so that the great multitude
could be saved during a time of great tribulation. During
the time when smoke and ash were erupting for five
months, the people of the first group and second group of
redeemed were proclaiming the everlasting gospel to ripen
a great multitude before the first of seven plagued angels
begins being fulfilled, which happens as the seventh
plagued angel is rising from the bottomless pit. However,
most of the saints (priests/apostles/first group of redeemed
and elders/disciples/second group of redeemed) that
proclaimed the everlasting gospel were martyred for
proclaiming the everlasting gospel. Then because of that
event, a great multitude were able to wash their robes
because of the sacrifice (death) of the Lamb (message).
When the great multitude accept the everlasting gospel,
they will have washed their spiritual clothing that was
stained with their old beliefs and customs. Thereafter each
of six plagued angel's begin being fulfilled, while the
seventh plagued angel is rising as a lake of fire radiating
as an intense light from within the swelling to heaven
super volcano. At the ending of the sixth plagued angel is
the time of the beginning of the seventh plagued angel. At
that time, the seventh plagued angel has risen as a lake of
fire to sit on his throne of intense light above the swelled
to heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire. When the

great multitude follow the first group and second group of
redeemed into the ensign of intense light (radiating from
new Jerusalem), then they will have made their figurative
robes white with the risen seventh plagued angel's intense
light. These white robes represent the seventh plagued
angel's visions and oracles reigning upon the swelled to
heaven super volcano over the kingdom of latter day
Babylon.
*******
Revelation 7:15 Therefore are THEY {great
multitude/third group of redeemed when they entered the
ensign just before the initial 1000 years of the judgment
had begun} before the THRONE {the throne of intense
light reigning over the dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon before the initial 1000 years of the judgment had
begun} of GOD {God/seventh plagued angel}, and serve
HIM {seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles} DAY
{pertaining to the spiritual sunlight/visions of the last
witness/morning star/sun} and NIGHT {pertaining to
spiritual moonlight/visions of the first witness/bright
star/moon} in HIS {seventh plagued angel's} TEMPLE
{being the swelled to heaven super volcano's immense
mouth full of a lake of fire, that overflowed and spread to
cover the world}: and HE {risen seventh plagued angel}
that sitteth {before the initial 1000 years of the judgment
had begun when the opened mouth of the super volcano is
full of a lake of fire} on the THRONE {great white

throne of intense light emanating high above from the
swelled to heaven super volcano's mouth full of a lake of
lava} shall dwell AMONG THEM {which happens when
the seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles reveal new
Jerusalem and new mount Zion descending to the new
garden of Eden in the new heaven and Earth at the
beginning of the 1000 years of the judgment}.
The vision in Revelation 7:15 is showing the time when
the great multitude had just entered the intense white light
of the ensign emanating from new Jerusalem. At that time,
the risen seventh plagued angel was as a lake of fire that
filled the immense mouth of the swelled to heaven super
volcano.
In the past type, within old Jerusalem was old mount Zion.
On old mount Zion was situated the inner court and
temple of God. In the holiest room of the temple was
situated the Ark (throne) of God's covenant (testament).
Hence, within new Jerusalem (being an immense
whirlwind/tornado of fire) is new mount Zion, which is
the high mountain of the swelled to heaven super volcano
full of a lake of fire. On new mount Zion's mount is the
inner court and the temple (house). This inner court
represents the mountain that is around the seventh plagued
angel's temple. The super volcano's immense mouth (full
of a lake of fire) is the temple of the seventh plagued
angel. in the center of the lake of fire is the Holy of
Hollies. Above which the seventh plagued angel's visions

and oracles are reigning on the throne of intense light.
Sitting above the immense mouth full of a lake of fire
(lava) is the risen seventh plagued angel's glorious throne
of light, which is equated with the Shekinah glory that
manifested on the old Ark of the testament within the
Holy of Hollies of the old temple.
The visions and oracles of the risen seventh plagued angel
are reigning above the swelled to heaven super volcano's
immense mouth full of a lake of fire. On the sea of glass
(equated with sheets of great hailstones that form in the
sky above the lake of fire) above the mountain (equated
with the inner court) of the swelled to heaven super
volcano are the 24 elders. Above the lake of fire (equated
with the temple) on the sea of glass are the four beasts that
are the priests of the temple, while the Lamb is the high
priest able to stand in the center (equated with the Holy of
Hollies) of the immense mouth of the super volcano, full
of a lake of fire. Upon the sea of glass (sheets of great
hailstones that formed in the sky) in the middle of the lake
of fire is the risen seventh plagued angel's throne of
intense light, which is equated with Shekinah glory on the
mercy seat of the Ark of the covenant (testament).
Between two cherubs (representing the two witnesses) on
the mercy seat of the Ark of the covenant (representing the
throne) sits the seventh plagued angel's written visions
and oracles reigning over the kingdom of latter day
Babylon. Below and around (equated with the outer court

of the temple) the high mountain (inner court of the
temple) of the super volcano is where the great multitude
is standing within new Jerusalem when they entered the
ensign of new Jerusalem.
When the lake of fire overflows and spreads to cover the
world, thereafter a new heaven and new Earth are created
for the the groups of redeemed to live therein. The new
heaven and new Earth happens when the swelled to
heaven super volcano and new Jerusalem, as it were,
descend to the new Earth below, as the judgment begins.
From that time, the previously risen seventh plagued angel
will have, as it were, descended back into the bottomless
pit, as the super volcano returns to its dormant state in the
new Eden of the new world. The lower seventh plagued
angel will then represent Eden's mount, flowing with pure
water from within the new garden of Eden. At that time,
the great multitude will be round about new Eden's mount
overflowing with a pure river of life. Whereas after the
great multitude entered the ensign of new Jerusalem, the
great multitude are round about the swelled to heaven
super volcano full of an overflowing lake of fire that
spread to cover the world.
*******
Revelation 7:16 THEY {great multitude} shall
HUNGER NO MORE {having an abundance of food
naturally growing in the garden of Eden}, neither

THIRST ANY MORE {because of the fountains of pure
water in the new garden of Eden}; neither shall the SUN
LIGHT ON THEM {because they will be shaded from
sunlight by the many trees in the new garden of Eden},
nor any HEAT {while dwelling naturally with no manmade things in the perfect climate of the new garden of
Eden}.
From the time the great multitude (third group of
redeemed entered the ensign, they have been living in the
new heaven and new Earth with new perfect bodies,
knowing only good without any memory of an old heaven
and old Earth that ended in a lake of fire. This is also the
case for the first group and second group of redeemed.
From the time the three groups of redeemed entered the
ensign, they have been standing within new Jerusalem
during the continuing judgment, which presently the
seventh plagued angel (representing the first small part
and last small part of the scroll of life's first side and last
side) is replaying the last generation. Hence the things
presently happening and the lives we are presently living
are happening because the seventh plagued angel's visions
and oracles are replaying what happened in the last
generation.
In the garden of Eden there is an abundance of food
growing naturally for people to eat. Also in the new
garden of Eden, there are natural fountains of pure water
flowing as rivers for the people to drink. Many trees in

Eden create a natural shade for people. The climate in new
Eden is ideal for people to dwell naturally, just as it was in
the Eden of Genesis before Adam and Eve ate of the fruit
of good and evil.
*******
Revelation 7:17 For the LAMB {representing the
message that reveals the visions and oracles written on the
scroll of life} which is in the midst of the THRONE {on
which is reigning the risen seventh plagued angel} shall
FEED THEM {in the new garden of Eden}, and shall
lead them unto LIVING FOUNTAINS OF WATERS
{fountains of waters flowing into rivers throughout the
new promised land with a new heaven and new Earth}
and God {risen seventh plagued angel} shall wipe away
all tears from their eyes {from the time the redeemed
began dwelling in the garden of Eden of a new heaven and
Earth}.
The old Earth was dissolved by the overflowing and
spreading lake of fire. Immediately thereafter, the initial
1000-years of the judgment began. The three groups of
redeemed have been participating in the judgment while
within new Jerusalem for more than 1000 years. At the
same time when the judgment began, the three groups of
redeemed have been living in new perfect bodies in the
new Eden of the new heaven and new Earth. The new
Earth has been created by Michael and Gabriel (as written

on the seventh plagued angel) for the redeemed to live
therein without having any memory of what happened in
the old heaven and old Earth or that there was an old
heaven and old Earth. Accordingly, all tears will have
been wiped from the eyes of the redeemed. The new world
is as Eden of Genesis before Adam and Eve ate the fruit of
good and evil. In the new Earth, the Lamb (representing
the revealed visions and oracles of the scroll of life)
reveals naturally growing food and pure waters for the
people to eat and drink in the paradise of the new Earth
forever.
As the seventh plagued angel's (God's) visions and oracles
are revealed by the Lamb to replay (recreates) all
generations, the replay of the last generation will show the
redeemed when they entered new Jerusalem's ensign to be
living in a new heaven and new Earth after the lake of fire
descended from the old heaven and covered the old Earth
(land) and the old world. When the replay of the last
generation shows the three groups of redeemed entering
the bright light of new Jerusalem's ensign to stand before
the throne of intense light (radiating from the super
volcano's high mountain within new Jerusalem), they will
be there to view the time of the judgment, which begins
when the world has ended in a lake of fire. Upon this great
white throne of intense light is shown the risen seventh
plagued angel reigning over the lava-covered kingdom of
latter day Babylon.

